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We know your primary concerns are performance, energy efficiency, 

sustainability and stylish design, so we focus on sourcing machinery that 

expertly blends all three. Our aim is to provide only the highest-quality, most 

advanced solutions with flexible payment options, structured in a way that 

suits you best. Whether you’re running a small café, a 5-star hotel or full-scale 

commercial kitchen, we can help. We know how.

When providing innovative warewashing 
solutions for our clients, we know how.

How we approach the art of warewashing 

JayWare by Richard Jay delivers fresh and innovative warewashing solutions 

from Australia’s trusted name in commercial laundry. At Richard Jay, our high-

quality warewashing machines are designed and manufactured in Italy to the 

exacting standards European appliances are renowned for throughout the 

world. We select machines based on energy and water-efficiency as well as 

performance to deliver premium results. 

From the latest and greatest machines that wash as well as store your wares 

to simple glass-washing machines that provide sparkling, hygienic results 

in a flash, Richard Jay provides the best of everything. This includes flexible 

solutions to make budgeting easy. 

Get in touch with your nearest JayWare by Richard Jay expert and fill them 

in about the nature of your business, what you’re washing, how much you’re 

washing and what your top priorities are. 
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• Thermostop system: the rinse starts only when the 

water is at 85°C

• Anti-dropping roof to safeguard the hygiene of freshly 

washed dishes

• Light wash and rinse arms to ensure total efficiency 

when water pressure is low

• Available as Single Phase “Plug in and Play”

Key features

This undercounter warewashing model 
is a dual glass and dishwasher ideal for 
pubs, bars and restaurants.  

The sound-proof and heat-proof machine operates 

quietly and goes about its business efficiently, delivering a 

flawless, hygienic clean at an affordable price. It features 

a wide loading capacity, a double-skin door with security 

microswitch and a deep-drawn and inclined tank for 

complete draining every time.

The Undercounter Warewashing 
Aqua 50 MONO

Introducing a selection of our most popular models.

WHICH WAREWASHER  
IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

01

320H / 750hr

345H / 450hr
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• 6 wash cycles, 4 with partial wash water drain and 2 with 

total wash water drain before the rinse

• Colour-coded high tech control panel

• PLUS system with booster pump for an excellent final rinse

• Standard detergent and rinse-aid pump

Key features

Expect a new level of brightness and shine from 
this undercounter model, which is ideal for luxury 
hotels or Michelin-starred restaurants.

Glasses will sparkle and cutlery will gleam when the Undercounter 

Premium 50 delivers an exceptional wash each time. This is made 

possible by its two cycles and total drainage function. This specialist 

warewasher gives perfect results even with diverse loads. As with any 

warewasher brought to you by Richard Jay, this model is also designed 

for energy efficiency.

340H - 1000/hr

340H - 600/hr

GN 1/1 530x325

02 The Undercounter 
Premium 50

03 The Undercounter 
Premium 50HR

• Heat recovery system  steam condenser

• 6 wash cycles, 4 with partial wash water drain and 2 with 

total wash water drain before the rinse

• PLUS system with booster pump for an excellent final rinse

• Savings on water, detergent and energy consumption, 

thanks to the innovative rinse-system

Key features

Expect a new level of brightness and shine 
from this undercounter model, which is ideal 
for any luxury hotel or restaurant.

Delivering the same industry leading washing capabilities of 

the Undercounter Premium 50HR, with added ‘heat recovery’ 

technology. This model’s innovative ‘heat recovery’ system uses 

the heat produced by the machine to pre-heat the in-feed cold 

water - offering an immediate energy cost saving of around 35%.

340H - 750/hr

340H - 450/hr

GN 1/1 530x325
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• Colour-coded high tech control panel

• 5 wash cycles 

• Self-cleaning vertical pump 

• Self-diagnostic system for users & staff 

• Double skin insulated hood

Key features

Significantly reduce energy, water and chemical 
consumption with the Hood 140 Premium 
warewashing model.

It features the ‘Plus System’, which ensures the machine’s rinse 

cycle is stabilised at 85 degrees and flows at a constant pressure. 

This water-conservation measure means there is no need to add 

fresh water during the rinsing stage and also ensures the correct 

dose of rinse aid in every cycle.

The Warewashing 
Hood 140 Premium05

1800/hr

410H - 1080/hr

GN 1/1 530x325

• 2 wash cycles 

• Hood operating start/stop functions 

• Deep-formed tank 

• Pump filter 

• Built-in rinse-aid pump 

Key features

Reduce water, energy and chemical 
consumption with JayWare’s hooded 
warewashing models.  

The Hood 800 model delivers maximum efficiency using minimum 

resources. Available model offer the latest in warewashing innovation 

and advanced features, including the Thermostop system; which 

ensures the machine’s rinse cycle is stabilised at 85 degrees and flows 

at a constant pressure to eliminate the need to draw on fresh water 

during the rinsing stage.

1150hr

410H/690hr

GN 1/1 530x325

04  The Hood 800 
Warewasher 
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220H
Upper level only: 330H

Upper level only: Ø 330 

Upper level only: GN 1/1 530x325

Ø 240

GN 1/1 530X325

• Colour-coded high tech control panel 

• Thermo-resistant independent glass doors

• 9 wash programs and 8 wash and rinse arms for a superior clean 

• Dedicated ‘soft start wash system’ to prevent any sudden upsets

Key features

Now there’s no need to unload the dishwasher 
at your cafe or restaurant with Richard Jay’s 
ingenious space and labour-saving ‘Wash & 
Store’ solution – an Australian first manufactured 
in Italy for JayWare.

This ultra-sophisticated warewasher looks the part, does the job 

and reduces your energy bills and consumption of resources. What’s 

more, it serves as a fabulous showcase for your statement crockery, 

silverware and fine china.

The Wash & Store07

• 5 wash cycles 

• Self-cleaning vertical pump 

• Heat recovery system & steam condenser

• Double skin insulated hood

• Colour-coded high tech control panel with LCD screen

• User-friendly Multi Chrome Start Key

Key features

Significantly reduce energy, water and chemical 
consumption with the Hood 140 Premium HR 
warewashing model.

For sustainable warewashing and sparkling results, the Hood 140 

Premium HR model uses the heat produced by the machine to pre-

heat the in-feed cold water – offering an immediate energy cost 

saving of around 35%. It also features the ‘Plus System’, which ensures 

the machine’s rinse cycle is stabilised at 85 degrees and flows at a 

constant pressure so there is no need to add fresh water during the 

rinsing stage.

The Warewashing  
Hood 140 Premium HR06

1750/hr

410H - 1050/hr

GN 1/1 530x325
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Richard Jay understands that all organisations, 

facilities and businesses have different budgeting 

and operational requirements that must be kept in 

balance and running smoothly. 

To find the best payment and maintenance solution, our experts get to 

know your business and what will work best for you. We offer a range 

of flexible payment options with built-in support through our After 

Sales Department. These plans encompass machinery & equipment, 

servicing, spare parts and accessories.

After Sales Department

The Richard Jay National Service Centre is your first port of call for all 

breakdown servicing and spare parts.

We are the only truly national provider in the industry with a team of 

service people across Australia who can assist with your servicing 

requirements to maintain optimum performance and extend the life 

of your machinery.

Our experienced co-ordinators will arrange for prompt delivery and 

visits from our expert warewashing technicians nationally.

JayWay is our all-inclusive subscription service that covers all your laundry 

and warewashing requirements. Over the term of the JayWay contract, you 

pay just the one monthly fee calculated per day and whichever itemised 

option is best suited to your facility. 

Capital Plus service is a cost-effective agreement that is also tax 

deductible.You receive access to brand-new machinery as well as 

breakdown servicing for one regular monthly payment, for a fixed term.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS & 
NATIONWIDE SUPPORT



Contact our team for more information.  
Our experts operate nationwide to meet your needs 

locally and immediately.

Call 1300 RICHARD (742 427) 
www.richardjay.com.au

BRISBANE - SYDNEY - MELBOURNE - ADELAIDE - PERTH


